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2024 Ember Rv Overland Series 201FBQ $71,072
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Description 2024 Ember RV Overland Series 201FBQ, Ember RV Overland Series 201FBQ
travel trailer highlights: Queen Bed Hidden Wardrobe Jackknife Sofa Rear Corner
Bathroom Pass-Through Storage Tandem Axle Head to your favorite
campgrounds in this travel trailer! It features a front queen bed to lay your head
on at night with nightstands and wardrobes on either side, plus an additional
wardrobe and another hidden wardrobe behind the 12V HDTV/AV system on
hinge. Prepare your best home cooked meals with the two burner cooktop and
enjoy them at the jackknife sofa slide with a removable table. Behind the sofa are
dual storage cubbies to keep your items out of the way too. With two pantries, you
can bring all of your favorite snacks. You also have a rear corner bathroom with a
32" radius shower to rinse the sand out of your hair after a fun day at the beach!
Each one of these Ember RV Overland Series travel trailers and toy hauler were
built to meet the needs of today's most discerning RVers with layouts to fit
couples and families! The CURT independent suspension comes with heavy-duty
coil springs with dual shock absorbers on each wheel, and the 5-sided aluminum
frame construction is sure to hold up through whatever adventure you throw its
way. Laminated Azdel Onboard composite walls and rooftop prevent rotting or
molding of the unit. Their chic interior design comes with structural composite
flooring that is durable and easy to clean, dual pane caravan windows with
integrated thermal shades/screens for added privacy, and an EmberLink smart RV
control system to use at the touch of a finger. The Off-Grid Solar package lets you
go further into the woods and the Safety First package helps you arrive safely to
each destination. You will also appreciate the Luxury Package with an air fryer
convection microwave, the Overland Package with an XL fresh water tank, and the
optional Max Solar Package for maximum off-grid capabilities! CURT
INDEPENDENT PACKAGE; DEALER DISCOUNT; EMBER LOYALTY DISCOUNT;
EUROWINDOW PACKAGE; EXPO SPECIAL - 2024; LUXURY PACKAGE; MAX SOLAR
PACKAGE; OFF-GRID SOLAR PACKAGE; OVERLAND PACKAGE; RVIA; SAFETY
FIRST PACKAGE; TRUMA AVENTA A/C; TRUMA COMBI

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 90332
VIN Number: 7RVTV2242RA002179
Condition: New
Length: 24
GVW: 7250
Sleeps: 3
Slideouts: 1

Item address Branchville, New Jersey, United States
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